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Abstract — This paper presents a new cost-effective method for 

the production of air filled SIWs (AFSIW) in conventional printed 

circuit board (PCB) substrates with a CO2 Laser and how they 

can be implemented with standard PCB technology. For this 

purpose, submounts with low cost substrates like FR-4 are used. 

First, a transition from baseboard to waveguide is realized in the 

E-Band (60 - 90 GHz) with a quarter wavelength line as 

impedance transformer. Then an iris window bandpass is designed 

for a passband from 44 to 54 GHz. The RF performance in the 

E-Band is compared to common PCB waveguides like microstrip 

lines (MS), grounded coplanar waveguides (GCPW) and substrate 

integrated waveguides (SIW). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Millimeter wave systems must handle with high data rates 

and constantly increasing integration density. In addition to the 

steadily increasing miniaturization in the electronics industry, 

low manufacturing costs and high quality are required at the 

same time. For millimeter wave applications, a low-loss signal 

transmission is of high importance. In [1] the substrate was 

partially removed in a GCPW in order to minimize attenuation 

by an increased field guidance in air. The measurement showed 

an improved attenuation of 0.25 dB/cm at 90 GHz, compared to 

a GCPW without removed substrate. Furthermore, the substrate 

integrated waveguide (SIW) has many practical applications, 

since it is manufactured entirely with low-cost standard PCB 

technology and has a high robustness against manufacturing 

tolerances [2]. In terms of quality factor and losses, these 

devices are a good compromise between the performance of 

planar circuits and classical waveguides. However, 

conventional rectangular waveguides are often preferred, 

because of their low insertion loss, as they are completely filled 

with air (dielectric constant DKair ≈ 1 and dissipation factor 

DFair ≈ 0). To combine the advantages of the SIW and the 

classical rectangular waveguide, high research efforts is made 

to implement waveguides on PCBs. In [3] and [4] an air-filled 

substrate integrated waveguide (AFSIW) was presented and it 

was shown that passive structures (e.g. waveguides or filters) in 

AFSIW technology have a better RF performance than the 

conventional SIW. The AFSIW was realized as a planar 

structure on the inner layer of a multilayer PCB, analyzed and 

compared with conventional SIW up to 60 GHz ([3] - [4]). 

Whereas in this paper, the air-filled SIWs are realized in 

submount technology. This allows the structures to be realized 

on the outer layer and therefore no additional transition to the 

inner layer is necessary for signal feeding. A great advantage of 

using submount AFSIWs is the fact that the necessary 

manufacturing techniques are available in conventional printed 

circuit board technology. In addition, the submounts can be 

completely assembled in SMD production lines due to their 

smooth surface. This leads to a very flexible and cost efficient 

implementation of the AFSIW technology. 

II. DESGIN OF AFSIW WITH SUBMOUNTS 

For the production of air filled substrate integrated 

waveguides a 127 µm (5 mil) low loss substrate material 

(Taconic TSM-DS3) is used for the base board and cost-

effective FR-4 for the submount. To feed a signal into the 

waveguide, a suitable transition must be designed. This 

transition should be suitable for a frequency range of 60 to 

90 GHz (WR 12). In addition, an iris window bandpass is 

implemented for a WR19 waveguide in the frequency range 

from 44 to 54 GHz. The different structures are designed and 

analyzed with the 3D-EM field simulator CST Microwave 

Studio®. 



A. Manufacturing of Submount Waveguides 

In the production of submount AFSIWs, a series of vias is 

first placed as a lateral boundary of the waveguide. Then the 

printed circuit board is structured in the etching process. In 

contrast to the production of a SIW, the upper copper layer is 

replaced by the copper layer of the submount. An annular ring 

of 150 µm must remain around the lateral vias. With a CO2 

laser, as used in the production of microvias in PCB technology, 

the substrate can be removed by stringing together several 

closely spaced laser holes. A PCB with removed substrate for a 

WR12 submount AFSIW is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 PCB with removed substrate for a WR12 submount AFSIW 

This step results in an increased field component in air in 

the subsequent waveguide. This method has already been used 

successfully in [1] to minimize the attenuation of MS and 

GCPW. In the area of the vias and the surrounding annular ring, 

the upper copper layer cannot be removed without destroying 

the via metallization. The underlying substrate can therefore not 

be removed with the laser. A conductive upper boundary is 

required to replace the etched upper copper layer. This is 

achieved by automatic assembly (via pick & place) of a 

metallized submount, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 PCB when assembling the submount 

With the help of the lateral vias, the lower copper layer and 

the submount, a waveguide is created that is mostly filled with 

air (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Air Filled Submount AFSIW (cross sectional view) 

The submounts can be separated from a base board with a 

panel milling machine. Cost-effective substrates (e.g. FR-4) 

can be used for this purpose. 

A. GCPW to WR12 AFSIW Transition 

To convert the coplanar mode to TE10 waveguide mode, a 

quarter wavelength line is used as impedance transformer. This 

principle is already known from signal coupling into a SIW [5]. 

The model of the WR12 transition is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Simulation model of the WR 12 transition 

Since quarter wavelength lines are susceptible to radiating 

power, the submount is modified to have a shielding effect (Fig. 

5). 

 

Fig. 5: Submount as shielding (bottom view) 

For this purpose, cavity depth milling technology is used to 

manufacture the structures. Since the interior of the submount 

consists of substrate material, a conductive surface must be 

created. The submount is therefore coated with copper (25 µm) 

and silver (250 nm) by electroplating. Fig. 6 shows the 

simulation model of the WR 12 transition with (a) and without 

the shielding (b). 
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Fig. 6 Simulation model of the WR 12 transition with shielding (a) and 

without shielding (b) 

The transition to WR 12 Submount AFSIW is optimized in 

the whole U-Band (60 - 90 GHz). The simulation results are 

shown in Fig. 7. Geometry modifications of the transition and 

the waveguide allow the adjustment of the usable frequency 

range. 

 

Fig. 7 Simulation results of the transition to WR 12 submount AFSIW 

In the simulation of the submount AFSIW (length 22 mm), 

the shielding results in an improvement of the insertion loss in 

the entire E-band from 3.2 dB to 1.3 dB. This can be attributed 

to the reduced radiation. With the shielding a return loss of 

better 20.5 dB can be achieved, without only 15.0 dB. 

B. WR19 Iris Window Bandpass Filter 

A WR19 9th order iris window bandpass filter with a 

passband in the frequency range from 44 to 54 GHz is realized. 

The principle of the signal feed-in is identical to that in 

chapter A. For the filter characteristics iris windows are 

inserted into the waveguide (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 8 WR19 Iris Window Bandpass Filter without submount 

The iris windows are defined in the etching process of the 

upper copper layer and additional vias are inserted. For this 

purpose, only low cost PCB technology is used, and no further 

milling process is necessary. Geometry modifications of the 

parameters a, wi and li allow the adjustment of the usable 

frequency range.  

 

Fig. 9: Cross section through iris window (Fig. 8, dashed line) 

The submount is soldered to the iris windows, resulting in a 

lateral metallic boundary over the entire height of the 

waveguide (Fig. 9). The corresponding simulation results are 

illustrated in Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 10 Simulation results of the WR19 iris windows bandpass filter 

In the simulation of the iris window bandpass filter, an 

insertion loss of better than 2.5 dB and a return loss of at least 

26.1 dB in the entire passband can be obtained. An attenuation 

of 68.1 dB at 40 GHz is achieved in the lower stopband and 

32.7 dB at 60 GHz in the upper stopband. 

III. POTENTIAL OF AIR FILLED WAVEGUIDES ON PCBS 

To demonstrate the great potential of an air-filled 

waveguide in terms of insertion loss, the WR12 submount 

AFSIW from Fig. 6 (b) is compared with conventional PCB 

waveguides like microstrip lines (MS), grounded coplanar 

waveguides (GCPW) and substrate integrated waveguides 

(SIW) (Fig. 11). For a good comparability, all structures have 

the same length of 10 cm. 
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Fig. 11 Comparison between common waveguides (MS, GCPW and SIW with 

5 mil substrate: DF=0.0015) and a WR12 submount AFSIW (length = 10 cm) 

The AFSIW has an insertion loss of 2.8 dB at 75 GHz, 

which is 11.7 dB less than the value of a conventional SIW (Fig. 

11). In contrast to MS and GCPW, the attenuation of the 

AFSIW is improved by 5.6 dB and 9.3 dB at 75 GHz. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the potential of air filled waveguides is shown. 

AFSIWs realized in submount technology can be manufactured 

and implemented on PCBs using standard technology. In 

addition, the submounts can be fully assembled in SMD 

production lines due to their smooth surface on top side. This 

makes the waveguide submounts very cost efficient. Since the 

base materials of the carrier board and the submount both 

consist of circuit board material, the submounts can also be 

relatively large due to the little CTE (coefficient of thermal 

expansion) mismatch. A broadband transition to the introduced 

PCB waveguide and an iris window bandpass has been 

designed. The insertion loss of the submount AFSIW is very 

low (2.8 dB per 10 cm @ 75 GHz) compared to conventional 

PCB waveguides (MS: 12.1 dB per 10 cm @ 75 GHz). 
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